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ABSTRACT
Biomarkers derived from human voice can offer in-sight into neurological disorders, such as
Parkinson's disease (PD), because of their underlying cognitive and neuromuscular function. PD
is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder that affects about six million people across the globe,
with approximately sixty thousand new clinical diagnoses made each year. Historically, PD has
been difficult to quantity and doctors have tended to focus on some symptoms while ignoring
others, relying primarily on subjective rating scales. Due to the decrease in motor control that is
the hallmark of the disease, voice can be used as a means to detect and diagnose PD. With
advancements in technology and the prevalence of audio collecting devices in daily lives,
reliable models that can translate this audio data into a diagnostic tool for healthcare
professionals would potentially provide diagnoses that are cheaper and more accurate. We
provide evidence to validate this concept here using a voice dataset collected from people with
and without PD. This paper explores the effectiveness of using supervised classification
algorithm, such as Extreme Gradient Boost(XG Boost) machine learning model, to accurately
diagnose individuals with the disease.
Keywords: Machine learning, Neurodegenerative, Supervised, Extreme Gradient Boost.
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disease and it is estimated that more than

also reduces the estimated cost of the

one million people are suffering from PD in

Pathology.

North America alone. In 1817, PD was

measurement is simple and non-invasive.

termed as shaking palsy by Dr. James

Thus, to track the progression of PD the

Parkinson. Various studies have shown that

measurement of voice can be used. For

this number will rise in an ageing population

assessing the progression of PD, various

as it is commonly seen in the people whose

vocal tests have been devised which include

age is over 60. Parkinson’s disease is

sustained phonations and running speech

characterized by the degeneration of certain

texts. The telemonitoring and telediagnosis

brain cell clusters that are responsible for

systems have been widely used as these

producing the neurotransmitters that include

systems are based on speech signals which

dopamine, serotonin and acetylcholine. The

are economical and easy to use. Hence, in

loss of dopamine’s result in the symptoms

this paper, there is an attempt to explore a

like anxiety, depression, weight loss and

better machine learning based model for an

visual problems. The other symptoms that

early detection of PD from the voice

can be seen in the people with Parkinson’s

samples of the subject.

disease are poor balance, voice impairment

2.LITERATURE REVIEW

and tremor. Various research studies have

Many studies have been conducted on the

shown that 90% of people who suffer from

detection of PD, based on various symptoms

PD have speech and vocal problems which

like olfactory loss, voice impairment etc.

include

and

Among the studied symptoms, most of the

hypophonia. Thus, the degradation of voice

patients have been reported with vocal

is considered to be as the initial symptom of

impairment and speech problems. [3] Max

Parkinson’s disease. [2] The cause and cure

A. little et al suggested a novel technique for

of PD are yet unknown but the availability

the classification of subjects into Parkinson

of

the

diseased and control subjects by detecting

symptoms

dysphonia. In their work, pitch period

dysphonia,

various

significant

drug

monotone

therapies

mitigation

offers

of

The

analysis

of

voice

thus

entropy a new robust measure of dysphonia

improving the life quality of patients and

was introduced.Their methodology consisted

especially

at

its

earlier

stages,
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of

three

stages;

feature

calculation,

and an accuracy of 85% was reported on

preprocessing and selection of features and

using SVM classifier.

finally

the

Achraf Benba et al [6] aimed to separate the

classification purpose, they used linear

people with PD from the control subjects. In

kernel support vector machine (SVM). Their

their work, the data comprised of 34

proposed model achieved an accuracy of

sustained vowels, which was collected from

91.4%.

34 people of which 17 were PD subjects.

To separate the healthy subjects from PD

From each subject, 1 to 20 Mel-frequency

subjects, Ipsita Bhattacharya et al [4] used a

cepstral coefficients (MFCC) were obtained.

tool for data mining known as weka. They

SVM with different kernel types was used

used SVM, a supervised machine learning

for classification. LOSO was used as a

algorithm for the classification purpose.

cross-validation

Prior to classification, the data preprocessing

accuracy of 91.17% was reported by linear

was done on the dataset. Different kernel

kernel SVM on taking the top 12 MFCC

values were used to get the best possible

coefficients.

accuracy by applying libSVM. The linear

For PD detection, the different speech

kernel SVM produced the best accuracy of

signal processing algorithms were compared

65.2174%, whereas the RBF kernel and

by C.O Sakar et al [7]. In their work, a new

polykernel SVM achieved the accuracy of

feature was introduced called as tunable Q-

60. 8696%.

factor wavelet transform (TQWT). The

In another work,B.E Sakar et al [5]

effectiveness of TQWT outperformed the

suggested a model for differentiating the

state-of-the-art speech signal processing

control subjects from the PD subjects. For

methods that were used for the extraction of

classification, they used SVM and k-nearest

features in PD detection. On different

neighbor (k-NN). For cross-validation, they

feature subsets, different classifiers were

used Summarized Leave-One-Out (s-LOO)

used and using the ensemble techniques the

and Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO). An

prediction of the classifiers were combined.

accuracy of 82.50% was achieved by k-NN

It was found that MFCCs and TQWT

the

classification.

For

technique.

The

best

achieved the highest accuracies and thus are
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considered as important features in the

from various other ML models which were

problem of PD classification. Also, the

used in the recently reviewed works to

minimum redundancy- maximum relevance

establish the model’s efficiency.

feature selection technique was used as a

3. EXISTING METHOD

highest

In The existing system, Parkinson's

accuracy of 86% was reported by RBF

Disease is detected in a secondary stage

kernel SVM on all feature subsets.

which leads to medical challenges. Thus,

Richa Mathur et al [8] suggested a method

mental

for predicting the PD. They used a weka tool

characterized

for implementing the algorithms to perform

complications like thinking difficulties,

preprocessing of data, classification and the

depression and emotional changes, and sleep

result analysis on the given dataset. They

disorders. Parkinson's Disease is generally

used

diagnosed

data

preprocessing

k-NN

along

step.

with

The

Adaboost.M1,

disorders
and

with

are

been

poorly

have

many

health

the

following

clinical

bagging, and MLP. It was observed that k-

methods such as MRI or CT scan, PET scan,

NN + Adaboost.M1 yielded the best

and SPECT scan.

classification accuracy of 91.28%.

3.1. DISADVANTAGES

From the review above, it may be observed

1. Low accuracy.

that various ML techniques have been

2. Disease prediction is not good.

applied in recent research works over Voice

3. Performance is low.

based PD detection. But it may be observed

4.PROPOSED METHOD

that in none of these works, the Ensemble

This paper aims to develop a machine

based ML approaches like the Extreme

learning

Gradient Boost(XGBoost) were used for

impairment classifier implementing the XG

model construction, which now have been

Boost algorithm for a cheaper and to get the

used in this work. The success of proposed

accurate objective diagnosis of Parkinson's

machine learning model was also evaluated

disease in its early stages. It is based on

using various performance metrics like

voice impairment. The dataset used in this

accuracy, precision, recall. These results

paper has been taken from the UCI machine

were also compared with results obtained

learning repository. This paper provides
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insight into all the decisive features and

boosting algorithms for modern data science

takes some of these features as input to the

problems. It falls under the category of

implemented model which is used to predict

Ensemble Learning in ML, where we train

the disease. The success of implemented

and predict using many models to produce

machine learning model(XG Boost) was

one superior output. We can create and fit it

also evaluated by comparing these accurate

to our training dataset. Models are fit using

results with results obtained from other ML

the scikit-learn API and the model.fit()

models

function.

(Logistic

regression

and

To

detect

the

presence

of

SVMClassifiers).

Parkinson’s Disease in individuals using

4.1. BLOCK DIAGRAM

various factors. We used an XGB Classifier
for this and made use of the scikit-learn
library to prepare the dataset.
The paper will be made by a new machine
learning algorithm called the XG Boost. XG
Boost is a new Machine Learning algorithm
designed with speed and performance in
mind. XG Boost stands for Extreme
Gradient Boosting and is based on decision

Figure-1: Block diagram for Parkinson’s
disease detection.

trees. In this paper, we will import the XGB
Classifier from the XG boost library; this is

4.2. METHODOLOGY

an implementation of the scikit-learn API

XG BOOST CLASSIFIER

for XG Boost classification. To build a

In this Python machine learning paper, using
the Python libraries scikit-learn, numpy,

model to accurately detect the presence of
Parkinson’s disease in an individual.

pandas, and XG Boost, we will build a
model using an XGB Classifier. The
XGBoost model for classification is called
XGB Classifier. Initialize an XGB Classifier
and train the model. This classifies using
Extreme Gradient Boosting- using gradient
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implemented method

4.3.SIMULATION RESULT

Boost(XG
94.87%

Extreme

Boost) gives
as compared

Gradient

better

accuracy

to other

machine

learning algorithms such as Support Vector
Machine(82.05%),

Logistic

Regression(89.7%).

Figure-2: Output Screenshot of Proposed
Model.
The values of accuracy of Voice Impairment
Classifier for detailed features of speech
were evaluated with different epochs.The

Table-1: Comparative Analysis of various models for Parkinson’s disease detection
Sl.
No

Training
ModuleName

DataSplitting(Tr

Epochs

aining–Testing)
1

VoiceImpairment

156-39

Accuracy Comparisons

35

LR

SVM

XGBoost

89.7%

82.05%

94.87%

Classifier
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